UNIT 15 VOCABULARY

15A Activity 1
catch the game of throwing and receiving a ball
hide-and-seek a game where children hide while another child counts to a particular number without watching and then tries to find the others
hopscotch a game in which a grid of squares is drawn on the ground and children hop through it
marbles a child’s game in which small glass balls are rolled on the ground
tag a game for children in which one child tries to chase others and touch one of them

15A Activity 2
fault responsibility for a mistake
goalie the player on a sports team who tries to stop the ball from entering the goal
lightning a bright flash of light in the sky caused by electricity during a thunderstorm
midnight 12 o’clock at night

15A Activity 3
award a prize given for a special reason
cry to produce tears from your eyes
embarrassed ashamed, anxious, or nervous in front of other people
emotion a strong feeling
get in trouble to do something that causes someone in authority to be angry with you
proud feeling pleased with something you’ve done well
punish to make someone suffer because he/she has done something wrong
scared frightened

15B Activity 1
fad something that someone likes or does, or that is fashionable, for a short time
fifties, sixties, etc. 1950’s, 1960’s, etc
souvenir something you keep to remind yourself of a special time or place